
2019   Going   West   Slam   Rules   and   Judging   Criteria  
The   grand   slam   final   will   take   place   at   the   Glen   Eden   Playhouse,   at   7   pm  
on   Saturday,   8   September   2018.  
 
JUDGING   CRITERIA  
Judges   will   award   points   up   to   5   two   categories   of   every   recital:  
performance   and   content.   
 
Performance  
This   is   all   about   the   poet’s   presence   on   stage.   Judges   will   be   considering:  

● Technique  
○ Can   we   see   and   hear   everything?  
○ What   risks   is   the   poet   taking   in   their   performance?  

● Expression   
○ How   well   does   the   vocal   and   physical   performance   convey   its   own   meaning,  

emotions   and   ideas?   
○ How   well   does   the   vocal   and   physical   performance   support   or   counterpoint   the  

lyrical   content?  
● Texture  

○ How   well   does   the   poet   modulate   their   performance?   For   example,   how   well   does  
the   performance   transition   between   different   levels   of   intensity   (and   how  
appropriate   is   that   to   the   content)?  

● Impact:   
○ How   much   does   the   performance   exceed   judge’s   initial   expectations?  
○ What   surprises   does   the   performance   contain:   things   we   couldn’t   see   coming   at   the  

outset?  
○ How   much   does   the   performance   simply   blow   us   all   away   on   its   own   terms?  

● Audience   connection  
○ How   well   does   the   performer   connect   with   the   audience?  

 
Content  

● Use   of   language  
○ Do   the   words   make   sense,   even   if   it’s   a   totally   abstract   sense,   or   even   nonsense,   or  

even   if   they’re   not   even   words?  
○ In   addition   to   basic   coherency,   how   well   has   the   poet   used   language   to   create  

potent   meanings,   emotions   and   ideas?  
○ How   competent   is   the   poet   with   linguistic   techniques?  

● Poetic   voice  
○ How   much   does   the   poet   seem   personally   involved   in   their   own   content?  

● Impact   &   relatability  
○ How   does   the   poet’s   choices   of   subject   and   language   affect   the   audience?  

● Structure  
○ How   well   does   the   poet   develop   a   theme,   journey   or   story?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
RULES  
Heats  

1. There   are   four   heats,   from   which   9   finalists   will   be   selected  
a. Heat   1:    August   26,   6   pm   (workshop   followed   by   heat),    Browne   St   Cafe ,   50  

Rosebank   Rd   Avondale:   3   selections  
b. Heat   2:    September   3,   7.30   pm,    Poetry   Live ,   Thirsty   Dog,   K’   Rd:   3   selections  
c. Heat   3:    September   8,   11.59   pm   (deadline):   email   a   link   to   an    online   video    of   a  

maximum   3   minutes   with   no   cuts   to    slam@goingwestfest.co.nz :   2   selections  
i. On   YouTube   the   video   can   be   unlisted,   making   if   effectively   private,   if   the  

poet   wishes  
d. Word   up:    September   6,   Corban   Estate   Arts   Centre,   6pm.   The   winning   spoken   word  

entrant   from   the   Going   West/CEAC   event   Word   Up   will   also   qualify   for   the   Going  
West   Grand   Slam   final  

i. If   this   poet   is   either   unable   or   unwilling   to   enter   the   Going   West   Slam,   then  
Going   West   reserves   the   right   to   select   this   place   from   any   of   the   entrants  
to   any   of   the   heats,   or   not   to   select   anyone   for   this   position  

2. We   encourage   contestants   who   don’t   make   selection   in   one   heat   to   enter   a   subsequent  
heat   (NB:   Word   Up   has   an   upper   age   limit   of   20   years,   and   Poetry   Live   is   18+).  

3. Heats   will   consist   of   a   single   round   of   recitals.  
4. Rules   for   heats   will   be   the   same   as   for   the   final   (except   for   prizes).  

 
Poetry   and   performance  

5. Poems   and   performances   can   be   on   any   subject   and   in   any   style.  
6. We   don’t   do   covers.   All   poems   must   be   original   work.   
7. We   don’t   permit   props,   costumes   or   musical   instruments.   It’s   just   you,   your   voice   and   the   mic.  
8. All   poems   must   be   performed   without   memory   aids   or   written   notes   or   any   kind   (unless   judges  

deem   otherwise   in   the   event   of   a   tie   breaker).  
9. All   recitals   must   be   no   more   than   3’30”   in   length.   

a. An   alarm   will   sound   at   3   minutes,   and   another   at   3   minutes   30   seconds   
b. At   this   point,   the   poet   must   stop,   and   MC,   judge   or   other   Going   West   officials   may  

intervene   to   bring   the   performance   to   a   close.  
10. Please   see   “Judging   criteria”   at   the   end   of   this   document   for   a   sense   of   how   the   judge’s   will  

be   appraising   poets’   recitals.  
 
Structure  
For   the   final,   Friday   13   September,   7   pm,   Hollywood   Cinema,   Avondale:  

11. 9   poets   will   compete   in   3   knockout   rounds.   
12. A   “sacrificial   poet”   will   recite   an   opening   piece.   Although   the   sacrificial   poet   will   not   be   in   the  

competition,   they   will   be   judged,   so   as   to   help   judges   maintain   their   perspective   and   balance.   
13. Poets   will   perform   1   piece   in   each   round.   Once   performed,   a   poem   cannot   be   repeated   in   a  

subsequent   round   (unless   this   rule   is   relaxed   at   judges’   agreement   due   to   a   tie-breaker).  
14. Round   1:   

a. Each   of   9   poets   recites   1   piece.  
b. 3   poets   will   be   eliminated.  
c. The   top   6   poets   go   to   round   2.  

15. Round   2:  
a. Each   of   6   poets   recites   1   piece.  
b. 3   poets   will   be   eliminated.  
c. The   top   3   poets   go   to   round   3.  
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16. Round   3:  
a. The   top   3   poets   each   recite   1   piece   and   will   be   ranked   either   first   (receiving   $500),  

second   ($400)   or   third   place   ($300).   Runners   up   will   receive   $50   each.  
17. There   may   be   additional   poems   performed   by   judges,   MCs,   guests   or   electronic   media.  

These   are   for   entertainment   and   will   not   be   judged.  
 
Tie-breakers  

18. If   two   or   more   poets   have   the   same   score,   each   of   the   tied   poets   will   be   invited   to   perform   an  
additional   tie-breaking   piece.  

19. At   this   point,   judges   and   MC   can   -   if   they   wish   -   relax   the   no-repeat   rule   and   the   no-read   rule.  
20. Judges   will   allocate   their   preferred   tie-breaking   poet   poet   a   1,   their   next   preferred   poet   a   2,  

and   so   on.   The   poet   with   the   lowest   score   wins   the   tie   break.  
 
Judging  

21. There   will   be   three   judges,   selected   by   Going   West.   Judges   will   be   selected   for   diversity,  
expertise   and   experience.  

22. Judges   will   give   each   recital   a   grade   out   of   10.   They   will   grade   both   the   quality   of   the  
performance   out   of   5   and   the   quality   of   the   literary   content   out   of   5.   Judges   may   use   1  
decimal   point.   

23. Judges   may   give   open   feedback   at   a   point   to   be   determined   by   Going   West   and   MCs.  
24. There   will   also   be   an   audience   choice   award   based   on   votes:   poet   with   the   most   votes   wins.  

 
These   rules  

25. The   Going   West   Slam   Producer   and   the   Going   West   Trust   reserves   the   right   to   modify   these  
rules   at   any   time.   We   will   ensure   that   the   most   recent   version   of   the   rules   is   available   at   all  
events.  

 
 


